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t was only 20 years ago that the world was in the thrall of American-style

capitalism. Not only had it vanquished communism, but it was widening its

lead over Japan Inc. and European-style socialism. America’s companies

were widely viewed as the most innovative and productive, its capital markets the

most efficient, its labor markets the most flexible and meritocratic, its product

markets the most open and competitive, its tax and regulatory regimes the most

accommodating to economic growth.

Today, that sense of confidence and economic hegemony seems a distant memory.

We have watched the bursting of two financial bubbles, struggled through two long

recessions, and suffered a lost decade in terms of incomes of average American

households.

We continue to rack up large trade deficits even as many of the country’s biggest

corporations shift more of their activity and investment overseas. Economic growth

has slowed, and the top 10 percent of households have captured whatever

productivity gains there have been. Economic mobility has declined to the point that,

by international comparison, it is only middling. A series of accounting and financial

scandals, coupled with ever-escalating pay for chief executives and hedge-fund

managers, has generated widespread cynicism about business. Other countries are

beginning to turn to China, Germany, Sweden, and even Israel as models for their

economies.

No wonder, then, that large numbers of Americans have begun to question the

superiority of our brand of free-market capitalism. This disillusionment is reflected

in the rise of the Tea Party and the Occupy Wall Street movements and the increasing

polarization of our national politics. It is also reflected on the shelves of bookstores
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and on the screens of movie theaters.

Embedded in these critiques is not simply a collective disappointment in the inability

of American capitalism to deliver on its economic promise of wealth and

employment opportunity. Running through them is also a nagging question about the

larger purpose of the market economy and how it serves society.

In the current, cramped model of American capitalism, with its focus on maximizing

output growth and shareholder value, there is ample recognition of the importance

of financial capital, human capital, and physical capital but no consideration of social

capital. Social capital is the trust we have in one another, and the sense of mutual

responsibility for one another, that gives us the comfort to take risks, make long-term

investments, and accept the inevitable dislocations caused by the economic gales of

creative destruction. Social capital provides the necessary grease for the increasingly

complex machinery of capitalism and for the increasingly contentious machinery of

democracy. Without it, democratic capitalism cannot survive.

It is our social capital that is now badly depleted. This erosion manifests in the

weakened norms of behavior that once restrained the most selfish impulses of

economic actors and provided an ethical basis for modern capitalism. A capitalism in

which Wall Street bankers and traders think peddling dangerous loans or worthless

securities to unsuspecting customers is just “part of the game,” a capitalism in which

top executives believe it is economically necessary that they earn 350 times what

their front-line workers do, a capitalism that thinks of employees as expendable

inputs, a capitalism in which corporations perceive it as both their fiduciary duty to

evade taxes and their constitutional right to use unlimited amounts of corporate

funds to purchase control of the political system—that is a capitalism whose trust

deficit is every bit as corrosive as budget and trade deficits.

As economist Luigi Zingales of the University of Chicago concludes in his recent book,

A Capitalism for the People, American capitalism has become a victim of its own

success. In the years after the demise of communism, “the intellectual hegemony of

capitalism, however, led to complacency and extremism: complacency through the

degeneration of the system, extremism in the application of its ideological premises,”

he writes. “‘Greed is good’ became the norm rather than the frowned-upon
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exception. Capitalism lost its moral higher ground.”

Pope Francis recently gave voice to this nagging sense that our free-market system

had lost its moral bearings. “Some people continue to defend trickle-down theories,

which assume that economic growth, encouraged by a free market, will inevitably

succeed in bringing about greater justice and inclusiveness in the world,” wrote the

new pope in an 84-page apostolic exhortation. “This opinion, which has never been

confirmed by the facts, expresses a crude and naïve trust in the goodness of those

wielding economic power and in the sacralized workings of the prevailing economic

system.”

Our challenge now is to restore both the economic and moral legitimacy of American

capitalism. And there is no better place to start than with a reconsideration of the

purpose of the corporation.

 

“MAXIMIZING SHAREHOLDER VALUE”

In the recent history of bad ideas, few have had a more pernicious effect than the

one that corporations should be managed to maximize “shareholder value.”

Indeed, much of what we perceive to be wrong with the American economy these

days—the slowing growth and rising inequality, the recurring scandals and wild

swings from boom to bust, the inadequate investment in research and development

and worker training—has its roots in this misguided ideology.

It is an ideology, moreover, that has no basis in history, in law, or in logic. What

began in the 1970s and 1980s as a useful corrective to self-satisfied managerial

mediocrity has become a corrupting self-interested dogma peddled by finance

professors, Wall Street money managers, and overcompensated corporate

executives.

Let’s start with the history. The earliest corporations, in fact, were generally

chartered not for private but for public purposes, such as building canals or transit
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systems. Well into the 1960s, corporations were broadly viewed as owing something

in return to the community that provided them with special legal protections and the

economic ecosystem in which they could grow and thrive.

Legally, no statutes require that companies be run to maximize profits or share

prices. In most states, corporations can be formed for any lawful purpose. Lynn

Stout, a Cornell law professor, has been looking for years for a corporate charter that

even mentions maximizing profits or share price. So far, she hasn’t found one.

Companies that put shareholders at the top of their hierarchy do so by choice, Stout

writes, not by law.

Nor does the law require, as many believe, that executives and directors owe a

special fiduciary duty to the shareholders who own the corporation. The director’s

fiduciary duty, in fact, is owed simply to the corporation, which is owned by no one,

just as you and I are owned by no one—we are all “persons” in the eyes of the law.

Corporations own themselves.

What shareholders possess is a contractual claim to the “residual value” of the

corporation once all its other obligations have been satisfied—and even then the

directors are given wide latitude to make whatever use of that residual value they

choose, just as long as they’re not stealing it for themselves.

It is true, of course, that only shareholders have the power to elect the corporate

directors. But given that directors are almost always nominated by the management

and current board and run unopposed, it requires the peculiar imagination of

corporate counsel to leap from the shareholders’ power to “elect” directors to a

sweeping mandate that directors and the executives must put the interests of

shareholders above all others.

Given this lack of legal or historical support, it is curious how “maximizing

shareholder value” has evolved into such a widely accepted norm of corporate

behavior.

Milton Friedman, the University of Chicago free-market economist, is often credited

with first articulating the idea in a 1970 New York Times Magazine essay in which he
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argued that “there is one and only one social responsibility of business—to use its

resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits.” Anything else, he

argues, is “unadulterated socialism.”

A decade later, Friedman’s was still a minority view among corporate leaders. In

1981, as Ralph Gomory and Richard Sylla recount in a recent article in Daedalus, the

Business Roundtable, representing the nation’s largest firms, issued a statement

recognizing a broader purpose of the corporation: “Corporations have a

responsibility, first of all, to make available to the public quality goods and services

at fair prices, thereby earning a profit that attracts investment to continue and

enhance the enterprise, provide jobs and build the economy.” The statement went on

to talk about a “symbiotic relationship” between business and society not unlike that

voiced nearly 30 years earlier by General Motors chief executive Charlie Wilson,

when he reportedly told a Senate committee that “what is good for the country is

good for General Motors, and vice versa.”

By 1997, however, the Business Roundtable was striking a tone that sounded a whole

lot more like Professor Friedman than CEO Wilson. “The principal objective of a

business enterprise is to generate economic returns to its owners,” it declared in its

statement on corporate responsibility. “If the CEO and the directors are not focused

on shareholder value, it may be less likely the corporation will realize that value.”

The most likely explanation for this transformation involves three broad structural

changes that were going on in the U.S. economy—globalization, deregulation, and

rapid technological change. Over a number of decades, these three forces have

conspired to rob what were once the dominant American corporations of the

competitive advantages they had during the “golden era” of the 1950s and 1960s in

both U.S. and global markets. Those advantages—and the operating profits they

generated—were so great that they could spread the benefits around to all corporate

stakeholders. The postwar prosperity was so widely shared that it rarely occurred to

stockholders, consumers, or communities to wonder if they were being

shortchanged.

It was only when competition from foreign suppliers or recently deregulated

upstarts began to squeeze out those profits—often with the help of new technologies
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—that these once-mighty corporations were forced to make difficult choices. In the

early going, their executives found that it was easier to disappoint shareholders than

customers, workers, or even their communities. The result, during the 1970s, was a

lost decade for investors.

Beginning in the mid-1980s, however, a number of companies with lagging stock

prices found themselves targets for hostile takeovers launched by rival companies or

corporate raiders employing newfangled “junk bonds” to finance unsolicited bids.

Disappointed shareholders were only too willing to sell out to the raiders. So it

developed that the mere threat of a hostile takeover was sufficient to force

executives and directors across the corporate landscape to embrace a focus on

profits and share prices. Almost overnight they tossed aside their more complacent

and paternalistic management style, and with it a host of inhibitions against laying

off workers, cutting wages and benefits, closing plants, spinning off divisions, taking

on debt, moving production overseas. Some even joined in waging hostile takeovers

themselves.

Spurred on by this new “market for corporate control,” companies traded in their old

managerial capitalism for a new shareholder capitalism, which continues to

dominate the business sector to this day. Those high-yield bonds, once labeled as

“junk” and peddled by upstart and ethically challenged investment banks, are now a

large and profitable part of the business of every Wall Street firm. The unsavory

raiders have now morphed into respected private-equity and hedge-fund managers,

some of whom proudly call themselves “activist investors.” And corporate executives

who once arrogantly ignored the demands of Wall Street now profess they have no

choice but to dance to its tune.

 

THE INSTITUTIONS SUPPORTING SHAREHOLDER VALUE

An elaborate institutional infrastructure has developed to reinforce shareholder

capitalism and its generally accepted corporate mandate to maximize short-term

profits and share price. This infrastructure includes free--market-oriented think

tanks and university faculties that continue to spin out elaborate theories about the
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efficiency of financial markets.

An earlier generation of economists had looked at the stock-market boom and bust

that led to the Great Depression and concluded that share prices often reflected

irrational herd behavior on the part of investors. But in the 1960s, a different theory

began to take hold at intellectual strongholds such as the University of Chicago that

quickly spread to other economics departments and business schools. The essence of

the “efficient market” hypothesis, first articulated by Eugene Fama (a 2013 Nobel

laureate) is that the current stock price reflects all the public and private information

known about a company and therefore is a reliable gauge of the company’s true

economic value. For a generation of finance professors, it was only a short logical

leap from this hypothesis to a broader conclusion that the share price is therefore the

best metric around which to organize a company’s strategy and measure its success.

With the rise of behavioral economics, and the onset of two stock-market bubbles,

the efficient--market hypothesis has more recently come under serious criticism.

Another of last year’s Nobel winners, Robert Shiller, demonstrated the various ways

in which financial markets  are predictably irrational. Curiously, however, the

efficient-market hypothesis is still widely accepted by business schools—and, in

particular, their finance departments—which continue to preach the shareholder-

first ideology.

Surveys by the Aspen Institute’s Center for Business Education, for example, find that 
most MBA students believe that maximizing value for shareholders is the most

important responsibility of a company and that this conviction strengthens as they

proceed toward their degree, in many schools taking courses that teach techniques

for manipulating short-term earnings and share prices. The assumption is so

entrenched that even business-school deans who have publicly rejected the ideology

acknowledge privately that they’ve given up trying to convince their faculties to take

a more balanced approach.

Equally important in sustaining the shareholder focus are corporate lawyers, in-

house as well as outside counsels, who now reflexively advise companies against

actions that would predictably lower a company’s stock price.
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For many years, much of the jurisprudence coming out of the Delaware courts—

where most big corporations have their legal home—was based around the “business

judgment” rule, which held that corporate directors have wide discretion in

determining a firm’s goals and strategies, even if their decisions reduce profits or

share prices. But in 1986, the Delaware Court of Chancery ruled that directors of the

cosmetics company Revlon had to put the interests of shareholders first and accept

the highest price offered for the company. As Lynn Stout has written, and the

Delaware courts subsequently confirmed, the decision was a narrowly drawn

exception to the business--judgment rule that only applies once a company has

decided to put itself up for sale. But it has been widely—and mistakenly—used ever

since as a legal rationale for the primacy of shareholder interests and the legitimacy

of share-price maximization.

Reinforcing this mistaken belief are the shareholder lawsuits now routinely filed

against public companies by class-action lawyers any time the stock price takes a

sudden dive. Most of these are frivolous and, particularly since passage of reform

legislation in 1995, many are dismissed. But even those that are dismissed generate

cost and hassle, while the few that go to trial risk exposing the company to significant

embarrassment, damages, and legal fees.

The bigger damage from these lawsuits comes from the subtle way they affect

corporate behavior. Corporate lawyers, like many of their clients, crave certainty

when it comes to legal matters. So they’ve developed what might be described as a

“safe harbor” mentality—an undue reliance on well-established bright lines in

advising clients to shy away from actions that might cause the stock price to fall and

open the company up to a shareholder lawsuit. Such actions include making costly

long-term investments, or admitting mistakes, or failing to follow the same ruthless

strategies as their competitors. One effect of this safe-harbor mentality is to reinforce

the focus on short-term share price.

The most extensive infrastructure supporting the shareholder-value ideology is to be

found on Wall Street, which remains thoroughly fixated on quarterly earnings and

short-term trading. Companies that refuse to give quarterly-earnings guidance are

systematically shunned by some money managers, while those that miss their

earnings targets by even small amounts see their stock prices hammered.
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Recent investigations into insider trading have revealed the elaborate strategies and

tactics used by some hedge funds to get advance information about a quarterly

earnings report in order to turn enormous profits by trading on it. And corporate

executives continue to spend enormous amounts of time and attention on industry

analysts whose forecasts and ratings have tremendous impact on share prices.

In a now-infamous press interview in the summer of 2007, former Citigroup

chairman Charles Prince provided a window into the hold that Wall Street has over

corporate behavior. At  the time, Citi’s share price had lagged behind that of the other

big banks, and there was speculation in the financial press that Prince would be fired

if he didn’t quickly find a way to catch up. In the interview with the Financial Times,

Prince seemed to confirm that speculation. When asked why he was continuing to

make loans for high-priced corporate takeovers despite evidence that the takeover

boom was losing steam, he basically said he had no choice—as long as other banks

were making big profits from such loans, Wall Street would force him, or anyone else

in his job, to make them as well. “As long as the music is playing,” Prince explained,

“you’ve got to get up and dance.”

It isn’t simply the stick of losing their jobs, however, that causes corporate executives

to focus on maximizing shareholder value. There are also plenty of carrots to be

found in those generous—some would say gluttonous—pay packages, the value of

which is closely tied to the short-term performance of company stock.

The idea of loading up executives with stock options also dates to the transition to

shareholder capitalism. The academic critique of managerial capitalism was that the

lagging performance of big corporations was a manifestation of what economists call

a “principal-agent” problem. In this case, the “principals” were the shareholders and

their directors, and the misbehaving “agents” were the executives who were

spending too much of their time, and the shareholder’s money, worrying about

employees, customers, and the community at large.

In what came to be one of the most widely cited academic papers of all time,

business-school professors Michael Jensen of Harvard and William Meckling of the

University of Rochester wrote in 1976 that the best way to align the interests of

managers to those of the shareholders was to tie a substantial amount of the
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managers’ compensation to the share price. In a subsequent paper in 1989 written

with Kevin Murphy, Jensen went even further, arguing that the reason corporate

executives acted more like “bureaucrats than value-maximizing entrepreneurs” was

because they didn’t get to keep enough of the extra value they created.

With that academic foundation, and the enthusiastic support of executive--

compensation specialists, stock-based compensation took off. Given the tens and, in

more than a few cases, the hundreds of millions of dollars lavished on individual

executives, the focus on boosting share price is hardly surprising. The ultimate irony,

of course, is that the result  of this lavish campaign to more closely align incentives

and interests is that the “agents” have done considerably better than the “principals.”

Roger Martin, the former dean of the

Rotman School of Management at the

University of Toronto, calculates that from

1933 until 1976—roughly speaking, the era

of “managerial capitalism” in which

managers sought to balance the interest of

shareholders with those of employees,

customers, and society at large—the total

real compound annual return on the stocks

of the S&P 500 was 7.5 percent. From 1976

until 2011—roughly the period of

“shareholder capitalism”—the comparable return has been 6.5 percent. Meanwhile,

according to Martin’s calculation, the ratio of chief-executive compensation to

corporate profits increased eightfold between 1980 and 2000, almost all of it coming

in the form of stock-based compensation.

 

HOW SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY HAS RESHAPED CORPORATE
BEHAVIOR

All of this reinforcing infrastructure—the academic underpinning, the business-

school indoctrination, the threat of shareholder lawsuits, the Wall Street quarterly

earnings machine, the executive compensation—has now succeeded in hardwiring
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the shareholder-value ideology into the economy and business culture. It has also set

in motion a dynamic in which corporate and investor time horizons have become

shorter and shorter. The average holding periods for corporate stocks, which for

decades was six years, is now down to less than six months. The average tenure of a

Fortune 500 chief executive is now down to less than six years. Given those realities,

it should be no surprise that the willingness of corporate executives to sacrifice

short-term profits to make long-term investments is rapidly disappearing.

A recent study by McKinsey & Company, the blue-chip consulting firm, and Canada’s

public pension board found alarming levels of short-termism in the corporate

executive suite. According to the study, nearly 80 percent of top executives and

directors reported feeling the most pressure to demonstrate a strong financial

performance over a period of two years or less, with only 7 percent feeling

considerable pressure to deliver strong performance over a period of five years or

more. It also found that 55 percent of chief financial officers would forgo an

attractive investment project today if it would cause the company to even marginally

miss its quarterly-earnings target.

The shift on Wall Street from long-term investing to short-term trading presents a

dilemma for those directing a company solely for shareholders: Which group of

shareholders is it whose interests the corporation is supposed to optimize? Should it

be the hedge funds that are buying and selling millions of shares in a matter of

seconds to earn hedge fund–like returns? Or the “activist investors” who have just

bought a third of the shares? Or should it be the retired teacher in Dubuque who has

held the stock for decades as part of her retirement savings and wants a decent

return with minimal downside risk?

One way to deal with this quandary would be for corporations to give shareholders a 
bigger voice in corporate decision-making. But it turns out that even as they proclaim 
their dedication to shareholder value, executives and directors have been doing

everything possible to minimize shareholder involvement and influence in corporate

governance. This curious hypocrisy is most recently revealed in the all-out effort by

the business lobby to limit shareholder “say on pay” or the right to nominate a

competing slate of directors.
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For too many corporations, “maximizing shareholder value” has also provided

justification for bamboozling customers, squeezing employees, avoiding taxes, and

leaving communities in the lurch. For any one profit--maximizing company, such

ruthless behavior may be perfectly rational. But when competition forces all

companies to behave in this fashion, neither they, nor we, wind up better off.

Take the simple example of outsourcing production to lower-cost countries overseas.

Certainly it makes sense for any one company to aggressively pursue such a strategy.

But if every company does it, these companies may eventually find that so many

American consumers have suffered job loss and wage cuts that they no longer can

buy the goods they are producing, even at the cheaper prices. The companies may

also find that government no longer has sufficient revenue to educate its remaining

American workers or dredge the ports through which its imported goods are

delivered to market.

Economists have a name for such unintended spillover effects—negative

externalities—and normally the most effective response is some form of government

action, such as regulation, taxes, or income transfers. But one of the hallmarks of the

current political environment is that every tax, every regulation, and every new

safety-net program is bitterly opposed by the corporate lobby as an assault on profits

and job creation. Not only must the corporation commit to putting shareholders first

—as they see it, the society must as well. And with the Supreme Court’s decision in

Citizens United, corporations are now free to spend unlimited sums of money on

political campaigns to elect politicians sympathetic to this view.

Perhaps the most ridiculous aspect of shareholder--über-alles is how at odds it is with

every modern theory about managing people. David Langstaff, then–chief executive

of TASC, a Virginia--based government-contracting firm, put it this way in a recent

speech at a conference hosted by the Aspen Institute and the business school at

Northwestern University: “If you are the sole proprietor of a business, do you think

that you can motivate your employees for maximum performance by encouraging

them simply to make more money for you?” Langstaff asked rhetorically. “That is

effectively what an enterprise is saying when it states that its purpose is to maximize

profit for its investors.”
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Indeed, a number of economists have been trying to figure out the cause of the

recent slowdown in both the pace of innovation and the growth in worker

productivity. There are lots of possible culprits, but surely one candidate is that

American workers have come to understand that whatever financial benefit may

result from their ingenuity or increased efficiency is almost certain to be captured by

shareholders and top executives.

The new focus on shareholders also hasn’t been a big winner with the public. Gallup

polls show that people’s trust in and respect for big corporations have been on a

long, slow decline in recent decades—at the moment, only Congress and health-

maintenance organizations rank lower. When was the last time you saw a corporate

chief executive lionized on the cover of a newsweekly? Odds are it was probably the

late Steve Jobs of Apple, who wound up creating more wealth for more shareholders

than anyone on the planet by putting shareholders near the bottom of his priority

list.

 

RISING DOUBTS ABOUT SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY

The usual defense you hear of “maximizing shareholder value” from corporate chief

executives is that at many firms—not theirs!—it has been poorly understood and

badly executed. These executives make clear they don’t confuse today’s stock price or

this quarter’s earnings with shareholder value, which they understand to be

profitability and stock appreciation over the long term. They are also quick to

acknowledge that no enterprise can maximize long-term value for its shareholders

without attracting great employees, providing great products and services to

customers, and helping to support efficient governments and healthy communities.

Even Michael Jensen has felt the need to reformulate his thinking. In a 2001 paper,

he wrote, “A firm cannot maximize value if it ignores the interest of its stakeholders.”

He offered a proposal he called “enlightened stakeholder theory,” one that “accepts

maximization of the long run value of the firm as the criterion for making the

requisite tradeoffs among its stakeholders.”
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But if optimizing shareholder value implicitly requires firms to take good care of

customers, employees, and communities, then by the same logic you could argue that

optimizing customer satisfaction would require firms to take good care of employees,

communities, and shareholders. More broadly, optimizing any function inevitably

requires the same tradeoffs or messy balancing of interests that executives of an

earlier era claimed to have done.

The late, great management guru Peter Drucker long argued that if one stakeholder

group should be first among equals, surely it should be the customer. “The purpose

of business is to create and keep a customer,” he famously wrote.

Roger Martin picked up on Drucker’s theme in “Fixing the Game,” his book-length

critique of shareholder value. Martin cites the experience of companies such as

Apple, Johnson & Johnson, and Proctor & Gamble, companies that put customers

first, and whose long-term shareholders have consistently done better than those of

companies that claim to put shareholders first. The reason, Martin says, is that

customer focus minimizes undue risk taking, maximizes reinvestment, and creates,

over the long run, a larger pie.

Having spoken with more than a few top executives over the years, I can tell you that

many would be thrilled if they could focus on customers rather than shareholders. In

private, they chafe under the quarterly earnings regime forced on them by asset

managers and the financial press. They fear and loathe “activist” investors. They are

disheartened by their low public esteem. Few, however, have dared to challenge the

shareholder-first ideology in public.

But recently, some cracks have appeared.

In 2006, Ian Davis, then–managing director of McKinsey, gave a lecture at the

University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School in which he declared, “Maximization of

shareholder value is in danger of becoming irrelevant.”

Davis’s point was that global corporations have to operate not just in the United

States but in the rest of the world where people either don’t understand the concept

of putting shareholders first or explicitly reject it—and companies that trumpet it
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will almost surely draw the attention of hostile regulators and politicians.

“Big businesses have to be forthright in saying what their role is in society, and they

will never do it by saying, ‘We maximize shareholder value.’”

A few years later, Jack Welch, the former chief executive of General Electric, made

headlines when he told the Financial Times, “On the face of it, shareholder value is

the dumbest idea in the world.” What he meant, he scrambled to explain a few days

later, is that shareholder value is an outcome, not a strategy. But coming from the

corporate executive (“Neutron Jack”) who had embodied ruthlessness in the pursuit

of competitive dominance, his comment was viewed as a recognition that the single-

minded pursuit of shareholder value had gone too far. “That’s not a strategy that

helps you know what to do when you come to work every day,” Welch told

Bloomberg Businessweek. “It doesn’t energize or motivate anyone. So basically my

point is, increasing the value of your company in both the short and long term is an

outcome of the implementation of successful strategies.”

Tom Rollins, the founder of the Teaching Company, offers as an alternative what he

calls the “CEO” strategy, standing for customers, employees, and owners. Rollins

starts by noting that at the foundation of all microeconomics are voluntary trades or

exchanges that create “surplus” for both buyer and seller that in most cases exceed

their minimum expectations. The same logic, he argues, ought to apply to the

transactions between a company and its employees, customers, and

owners/shareholders.

The problem with a shareholder-first strategy, Rollins argues, is that it ignores this

basic tenet of economics. It views any surplus earned by employees and customers as

both unnecessary and costly. After all, if the market would allow the firm to hire

employees for 10 percent less, or charge customers 10 percent more, then by not

driving the hardest possible bargain with employees and customers, shareholder

profit is not maximized.

But behavioral research into the importance of “reciprocity” in social relationships

strongly suggests that if employees and customers believe they are not getting any

surplus from a transaction, they are unlikely to want to continue to engage in
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additional transactions with the firm. Other studies show that having highly satisfied

customers and highly engaged employees leads directly to higher profits. As Rollins

sees it, if firms provide above-market returns—surplus—to customers and

employees, then customers and employees are likely to reciprocate and provide

surplus value to firms and their owners.

Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter and Kennedy School senior fellow

Mark Kramer have also rejected the false choice between a company’s social and

value--maximizing responsibilities that is implicit in the shareholder-value model.

“The solution lies in the principle of shared value, which involves creating economic

value in a way that also creates value for society by addressing its needs and

challenges,” they wrote in the Harvard Business Review in 2011. In the past,

economists have theorized that for profit-maximizing companies to provide societal

benefits, they had to sacrifice economic success by adding to their costs or forgoing

revenue. What they overlooked, Porter and Kramer wrote, was that by ignoring

social goals—safe workplaces, clean environments, effective school systems,

adequate infrastructure—companies wound up adding to their overall costs while

failing to exploit profitable business opportunities. “Businesses must reconnect

company success with social progress,” Porter and Kramer wrote. “Shared value is

not social responsibility, philanthropy or even sustainability, but a new way to

achieve economic success. It is not on the margin of what companies do, but at the

center.”

 

SMALL STEPS TOWARD A MORE BALANCED CAPITALISM

If it were simply the law that was responsible for the undue focus on shareholder

value, it would be relatively easy to alter it. Changing a behavioral norm, however—

particularly one so accepted and reinforced by so much supporting infrastructure—

is a tougher challenge. The process will, of necessity, be gradual, requiring carrots as

well as sticks. The goal should not be to impose a different focus for corporate

decision-making as inflexible as maximizing shareholder value has become but

rather to make it acceptable for executives and directors to experiment with and

adopt a variety of goals and purposes.
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Companies would surely be responsive if investors and money managers would

make clear that they have a longer time horizon or are looking for more than purely

bottom-line results. There has long been a small universe of “socially responsible”

investing made up of mutual funds, public and union pension funds, and research

organizations that monitor corporate behavior and publish scorecards based on an

assessment of how companies treat customers, workers, the environment, and their

communities. While some socially responsible funds and asset managers and

investors have consistently achieved returns comparable or even slightly superior to

those of competitors focused strictly on financial returns, there is no evidence of any

systematic advantage. Nor has there been a large hedge fund or private-equity fund

that made it to the top with a socially responsible investment strategy. You can do

well by doing good, but it’s no sure thing that you’ll do better.

Nineteen states—the latest is Delaware, where a million businesses are legally

registered—have recently established a new kind of corporate charter, the “benefit

corporation,” that explicitly commits companies to be managed for the benefit of all

stakeholders. About 550 companies, including Patagonia and Seventh Generation,

now have B charters, while 960 have been certified as meeting the standards set out

by the nonprofit B Lab. Although almost all of today’s B corps are privately held,

supporters of the concept hope that a number of sizable firms will become B corps

and that their stocks will then be traded on a separate exchange.

One big challenge facing B corps and the socially responsible investment community

is that the criteria they use to assess corporate behavior exhibit an unmistakable

liberal bias that makes it easy for many investors, money managers, and executives

to dismiss them as ideological and naïve. Even a company run for the benefit of

multiple stakeholders will at various points be forced to make tough choices, such as

reducing payroll, trimming costs, closing facilities, switching suppliers, or doing

business in places where corruption is rampant or environmental regulations are

weak. As chief executives are quick to remind, companies that ignore short-term

profitability run the risk of never making it to the long term.

Among the growing chorus of critics of “shareholder value,” a consensus is emerging

around a number of relatively modest changes in tax and corporate governance laws

that, at a minimum, could help lengthen time horizons of corporate decision-making.
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A group of business leaders assembled by the Aspen Institute to address the problem

of “short-termism” recommended a recalibration of the capital-gains tax to provide

investors with lower tax rates for longer-term investments. A small transaction tax,

such as the one proposed by the European Union, could also be used to dampen the

volume and importance of short-term trading.

The financial-services industry and some academics have argued that such

measures, by reducing market liquidity, will inevitably increase the cost of capital

and result in markets that are more volatile, not less. A lower tax rate for long-term

investing has also been shown to have a “lock-in” effect that discourages investors

from moving capital to companies offering the prospect of the highest return. But

such conclusions are implicitly based on the questionable assumption that markets

without such tax incentives are otherwise rational and operate with perfect

efficiency. They also beg fundamental questions about the role played by financial

markets in the broader economy. Once you assume, as they do, that the sole purpose

of financial markets is to channel capital into investments that earn the highest

financial return to private investors, then maximizing shareholder value becomes

the only logical corporate strategy.

There is also a lively debate on the question of whether companies should offer

earnings guidance to investors and analysts—estimates of what earnings per share

will be for the coming quarter. The argument against such guidance is that it

reinforces the undue focus of both executives and investors on short-term earnings

results, discouraging long-term investment and incentivizing earnings manipulation.

The counterargument is that even in the absence of company guidance, investors

and executives inevitably play the same game by fixating on the “consensus”

earnings estimates of Wall Street analysts. Given that reality, they argue, isn’t it

better that those analyst estimates are informed as much as possible by information

provided by the companies themselves?

In weighing these conflicting arguments, the Aspen group concluded that investors

and analysts would be better served if companies provided information on a wider

range of metrics with which to assess and predict business performance over a

longer time horizon than the next quarter. While it might take Wall Street and its

analysts some time to adjust to this richer and more nuanced form of
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communication, it would give the markets a better understanding of what drives

each business while taking some of the focus off the quarterly numbers game.

In addressing the question of which shareholders should have the most say over

company strategies and objectives, there have been suggestions for giving long-term

investors greater power in selecting directors, approving mergers and asset sales,

and setting executive compensation. The idea has been championed by McKinsey &

Company managing director Dominic Barton and John Bogle, the former chief

executive of the Vanguard Group, and is under active consideration by European

securities regulators. Such enhanced voting rights, however, would have to be

carefully structured so that they encourage a sense of stewardship on the part of

long-term investors without giving company insiders or a few large shareholders the

opportunity to run roughshod over other shareholders.

The short-term focus of corporate executives and directors is heavily reinforced by

the demands of asset managers at mutual funds, pension funds, hedge funds, and

endowments, who are evaluated and compensated on the basis of the returns they

generated over the last year and the last quarter. Even while most big companies

have now taken steps to stretch out over several years the incentive pay plans of top

corporate executives to encourage those executives to take a longer-term perspective,

the outsize quarterly and annual bonuses on Wall Street keep the economy’s time

horizons fixated on the short term. At a minimum, federal regulators could require

asset managers to disclose how their compensation is determined. They might also

require funds to justify, on the basis of actual performance, the use of short-term

metrics when managing long-term money such as pensions and college endowments.

The Securities and Exchange Commission also could nudge companies to put greater

emphasis on long-term strategy and performance in their communications with

shareholders. For starters, companies could be required to state explicitly in their

annual reports whether their priority is to maximize shareholder value or to balance

shareholder interests with other interests in some fashion—certainly shareholders

deserve to know that in advance. The commission might require companies to

annually disclose the size of their workforce in each country and information on the

pay and working conditions of the company’s employees and those of its major

contractors. Disclosure of any major shifts in where work is done could also be
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required, along with the rationale. There could be a requirement for companies to

perform and disclose regular environmental audits and to acknowledge other

potential threats to their reputation and brand equity. In proxy statements, public

companies could be required to explain the ways in which executive compensation is

aligned with long-term strategy and performance.

If I had to guess, however, my hunch would be that employees, not outside investors

and regulators, will finally free the corporate sector from the straitjacket of

shareholder value. Today, young people—particularly those with high-demand skills

—are drawn to work that doesn’t simply pay well but also has meaning and social

value. You can already see that reflected in what students are choosing to study and

where highly sought graduates are choosing to work. As the economy improves and

the baby-boom generation retires, companies that have reputations as ruthless

maximizers of short-term profits will find themselves on the losing end of the global

competition for talent.

In an era of plentiful capital, it will be skills, knowledge, and creativity that will be in

short supply, with those who have them calling the corporate tune. Who knows? In

the future, there might even be conferences at which hedge-fund managers and chief

executives get together to gripe about the tyranny of “maximizing employee

satisfaction” and vow to do something about it.
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